Here, again, as I hare shown in earlier analyses, the percentage of iiekel present in nickel-iron increases as the percentage of nickel-iron becomes less.
By long treatm ent with hydrogen chloride the silicates acted upon by hat reagent and the silicates which resist the action were separated, md the stone appeared to possess the composition- This olivine, which gives a green colour to a fragm ent of the rock hat is at once recognised, is of unusual composition, containing as it °es more than 50 p er cent, of iron oxide. I t agrees most closely yith th at which occurs in the meteorite of Ensisheim, the first ecorded fall which has been preserved in any collection; i t fell 17th November, 1492. The latest analysis of th a t stone is by Frank >rook, of Baltimore, made in Gottingen in 1868, and he found in the pluble portion of that stone 52*90 per cent, of iron oxide.
The insoluble portion, which forms 40*116 p e r cent, of the stone, ias the composition- The bronzite, or rather augite, also agrees very well w ith that s 2 which forms the insoluble portion of the meteorite of Ensisheim W hat was supposed to be alumina was further examined, and wai found to be almost entirely chromium oxide, doubtless present ixi combination with some iron protoxide, alumina, and magnesia ai chromite. And it appears not improbable th at this part of tb m eteorite contains some tridymite,' a few per cent., in fact. The im portant part th at photography is likely to play in the futurtj of astronomy renders it desirable th at an opportunity should bj afforded to astronomers to acquaint themselves with the . improve ments continually made in this branch of their science. This couli best be done by the establishment at convenient places of collection designed to exhibit the progress of photography as applied to astro nomical observations. The H arvard College Observatory has some special advantages fo forming such a collection, since it already possesses many of tb early and historically important specimens which would natural! form p a rt of the series. Among these may be mentioned four serie of daguerreotypes and photographs of various celestial objects take* at this Observatory. These series were respectively undertaken v 1850, 1857, 1869, and 1882.
A t present, the astronomers of the United States,have no .read) means of com paring»their photographic work with t that done ii Europe, or even w ith th at of their own countrymen. The propose* collection of photographs, so far as it could be * rendered complete would greatly reduces the edifficulty. I t is therefore desired; to form, at the H arvard ^College Observe tory, a collection of all ^photographs of the heavenly bodies and o their spectra which can be obtained for the purpose; and it is ho|Jj0 th at both European and American astronomers will contnbut specimens to this collection. Original negatives would be particul^H valuable. I t may happen that" some such negatives, having slig&j imperfections which would limit* their value for purposes of engraY ing, could be spared for a collection, and would be as imporJH (considered as astronomical observations) as others photographica j more perfect. In some cases* astronomers may be willing to^ dep negatives taken? for . special purpose, and no longer required w study, in a collection inhere they' would retain a permanent value. $ * ;
